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Images are powerful. Monarchical portraits for me have always held a certain fascination. 
Glowering, formidable stances portray the allure of the powerful supremacy of the monarch. 
But what I personally find the most interesting about this idea is the painstaking process of 
creating a front, a propaganda style portrayal of the individual. The relationship between the 
powerful sitter and the employed artist was one of image curation: constructing an 
authoritative persona to spread a political manifesto. The purpose of the art was not to show a 
person but to create one in a sense 
 
Every time I wander through the National Portrait Gallery, I still find myself overwhelmed by 
the sheer number of individuals immortalized in oil paint, preserved on canvas, living beyond 
their death 10, 50, 300 years ago. It makes me consider the presence of the individual person, 
and the likenesses looking at me who at one point gazed in the same fashion at the artist. All 
these works all posed the challenge of injecting the person into the portrait, rendering the end 
products more than aesthetic representations, but representations of personality of the 
individual subject as well as a projection of the artist’s own sentiment. 
 

 
‘Artist, writer, wit, dandy and seducer. An exotic wild animal who 
lived on knife-edge and died from a drug overdose in 2010, aged 
47. He called me ‘Mother’ and I called him ‘my wicked son’.1  
 
 
Maggi Hambling’s charcoal drawing of Sebastian Horsley 
glowers down from its floating position on the wall upon 
entering her exhibition ‘Touch’, at the British Museum. It 
is both floating on the wall and suspended on the page 
without a base. However, on further consideration, the 
word glower isn’t quite satisfactory. Perhaps it’s the height 
of the figure which makes it imposing; the expression on 
the face itself is softer than the dramatic black strokes 
which compose it. 
 
Hambling’s style is loose and expressive. Thick black 
charcoal strokes cut across the page and taper to pointing 
ends, giving a dramatic intensity reflected in the subject: the 
tormented, sex-addicted artist. The marks around the face 
are the most intensely black at all. Moving downwards, the 

strokes become less precise and more expressive. Like ripples on the surface of water, they flow 
diagonally down across the page. There’s a wonderful uncertainty about them- it’s possible that 
the longest black strokes from the top left to bottom right could either be a billowing scarf or 
fluid arm gesture. 

                                                   
1 (Hambling, Sebastian in a Hermes Scarf) 

Figure 1: Sebastian in a Hermes 
Scarf (2004) 



As undertones to the thicker strokes, Hambling blends in a variety of shorter more energetic 
marks, suggestions of movement. They match this description of someone bursting with 
presence but who possesses a jitteriness even in a sitting position. The left leg has multiple 
outlines, indicating movement, while the detail of the right leg disappears, blending into the 
page to join the background. In this way, Hambling strips the notion of the drawing artificially 
placed on top of the paper, and combines the figure and his surface into one, a presence 
captured in time and in space. Hambling said in an interview with Elizabeth Grice ‘That’s what 
you need, somebody fully present, not going off into dreamland or falling asleep. I feel most alive when I’m 
working and you want the person you’re drawing or painting to be fully alive as well.”2 
While thinking about presence, yet again I’m drawn back up to the intensity of Horsley’s gaze, 
the powerful blackness of the eyes naturally commanding attention. With this, Hambling has 
effectively portrayed the person in the image; to me it suggests that the eyes of the subject 
commanded a similar attention when regarding Hambling during the sitting and has been 
translated this intensity into impact with her charcoal. 
 
 
 
The drawings in the exhibition which to me had the greatest impact were the ones which had 
the most personal connection between Hambling and the sitter greater than just the 
circumstantial relationship built up during the sitting. 
 
For example, Hambling draws a number of 
people close to the ends of their lives. After 
visiting a former teacher, Cedric Morris, who 
was bed-bound, Hambling returned home to 
draw him by memory. Diffuse willow charcoal 
strokes accentuate the curvature of the hands, 
and the soft outline of his forehead aches with 
emotion and tenderness, all portraying the 
fragility of someone without long left. The 
drawing is low on the page, leaving a great deal 
of blank space above the upturned tilt of 
Cedric’s head: his complete and utter 
vulnerability. The only part of Hambling in the 
image is of her outstretched hand, a comforting 
gesture indicating an exchange of roles: the 
mentor being cared for.  It’s clearly a very 
emotional subject; the gentle charcoal strokes 
portray deep sentiment and a tenderness. As the 
viewer, we are privy to a great deal of emotion 
in a personal way and I was rather overwhelmed 
upon viewing it myself. 
 
 

                                                   
2 (Hambling, My Studio is a Torture Chamber, 2016) 

Figure 2: Cedric Morris (1982) 



Hambling also produced a number of drawings of her own parents on their deathbeds- an 
exceedingly personal process, disturbingly so for me. In particular, I was drawn and repelled at 
the same time to a pencil drawing of Hambling’s own father in his final hours (Fig 4). The 
unsteadiness of the pencil lines shows a warped fragility in the person. This is especially 
obvious in the chin, which appears locked into place in a ghastly grimace, a distorted 
convulsion which carries a large and rather upsetting emotional impact.  

 
A meter away is found another drawing, this one of her mother in her coffin (Fig 4) 
I would struggle to begin to fathom what a deeply personal and distressing experience this 
would have been, but to me this second drawing carries an air of greater emotional 
detachment. The calmness of the expression could indicate someone peacefully sleeping. The 
face is in an unchanging pose of death; the movement has disappeared, replaced by more 
defined edges to the forms. The morbid concept of drawing the dead is solemn and sobering 
but the image itself shows detachment. In a way it acts as a reminder of our own mortalities; 
the figure is there, but the person is gone, gone with Hambling’s expressive lines. 
 
The large impact these drawings had on me was fascinating. I found all of Hambling’s works to 
be acutely evocative, perhaps disturbingly so in the case of the deathbed portraits.  
To consider the act of drawing as an artist, we can see that it’s the most direct method of 
expression, the simplest act of capturing a likeness in form. Perhaps this is the reason that also 
makes it the most intimate. Nothing acts as a medium, it’s just the image transferring from the 
mind’s eye to the hand and the hand to the page. 
The drawings to which I was drawn were those with a characteristic softness in stroke which to 
me portrayed a tenderness in the hand gesture.  
 

(Above) Figure 3: My father (1998) 
 
 
 
(Right) Figure 4: My mother, dead (1998) 



Lucian Freud explores similar themes in his series of work ‘The Painter’s mother’. The body of 
this took him approximately 7000 hours. 3 

 The first few images in the series are close ups on the head 
and the shoulder of his mother. In ‘Painter’s mother II (Fig 
6) we can see his characteristic impastoed paint marks 
transforming the work from a flat image and giving it a 
textured sculptural quality. He reflects this in the dappled 
tonal variations which undulate across Lucie’s face, 
especially concentrated around her eyes. Contrasting patches 
of rusty red and warm, and cool and creamy colours show 
the weathered, age lined face of his mother in her later 
years. These reddish furrows are drawn out even more by the 
complementing red-brown background, giving the whole 
image a warmth in its tone. Lucie’s head is bowed slightly 
and the gaze lowered below the eye line of the viewer, and 
off to the right side of the image. Freud’s characteristically 
critical analysis of Lucie’s face comes across to me as being 
quite unemotional which is slightly disconcerting given the 
personal connection that must exist between them.  
When considering the expression on Lucie’s face, I found 
myself bemused. In fact, the longer I looked at the portrait, 
the more unsure I realized I was. The lines and creases of 
the face might have every potential to make the portrait 
appear stern and imposing, and indeed I imagine if all one 
gave this image was a passing glance, that would be the 
impression given. However, upon spending longer with the 
portrait, I was exposed to a few different emotions. Firstly, 
the gaze seems to have a certain degree of fatigue and world-
weariness. The lowered stare, and the effect of the gaze 
being slightly out of focus which I believe Freud has created 
by blending the tones of the iris and the pupil into a rather 
blurry area of one gradated tone in a way also hint at 
detachment. My next impression was one of trepidation- 
garnered I believe from the darker tones to the lines in the 
innermost corners of the eyebrows and the slight widening 
of the eyes which allow the display of the entirety of the iris. 
This initial confusion was rather disconcerting. However, 

upon reflection, I considered that my uncertainty could be nothing but an of Freud’s skill as an 
artist portray this much nuance in the expression.  
 
There is indeed an air of interruption, and consciousness of being observed. Michael Glover 
describes Lucie as “alarmed by (Lucian’s) intrusive presence scrutinizing her so closely. He goes 
on to say ‘This is a human face stripped bare of all flattery, all social pretension.4  

                                                   
3 (Wilkinson, 2014) 
4 (Glover, 2012) 

Figure 5: The Painter’s Mother III (1972) 

Figure 6: The Painter’s Mother II (1972) 



 

  
Freud continues this series with a number of paintings of his mother slumped on the bed. (Fig 
7,8) She wears an identical cream and orangey paisley print jacket and dress which has rather a 
night-dress like air. What interested me about both of these images was the pose of Lucie on 
the bed. She lies on her back, a vulnerable position, but what caught my eye were the position 
of her hands: slumped above her head in an image of surrender, helplessness and dependence. 
But the angles of the arms and of the neck are awkward and unnatural. They are oddly 
detached images, even more so than the portraits. 
 

 
This series of his mother is brought to a ghastly finale 
with this etching of his mother, dead. 
The curl of the lip bending down into the black 
cavernous form of the slightly open mouth in rigor 
mortis is a very distressing image. The oval shape of 
Lucie’s head, the only area where Freud uses any 
techniques to give tone is suspended on the page right 
in the centre, giving it a diminutive, shriveled quality 
which is harrowing to the viewer. It’s interesting that, 
just like Hambling’s simple pencil sketches of her own 
mother on her deathbed, Freud too has chosen to use 
one of the simplest techniques for capturing form to 
do the same. 
 
 “My work is purely autobiographical… It is about myself and 
my surroundings. I work from people that interest me and 

that I care about, in rooms that I know.” – Lucian Freud 
 

Figure 7: The Painter’s Mother Resting I (1977) Figure 8: The Painter’s Mother Resting III (1977) 

Figure 9: The Painter’s Mother, Dead (1989) 



Freud is not the only painter to depict the same sitter on a number of occasions. However, few 
painters show such an enduring and narrowing transfixion with an individual subject as 
Bonnard does with his muse, lover, and later wife, Marthe, whom he painted 385 times5, alone 
an indication of obsession. Her familiar figure, easily recognizable by her slim form, narrow 
hips, and bobbed dark hair becomes a dependable presence in a very large proportion of 
Bonnard’s work, especially his later art. 
 
The two met when Marthe was 24, and Bonnard was 26. The account states that she was 
caught by Bonnard on the way to her job in a shop sewing pearls on jackets, and was persuaded 
by him to return home to his abode and be his muse. Tim Hilton in the Independent writes 
that ‘None of Bonnard's friends knew what to make of Marthe, because she was so silent. But her 
presence was always felt. There was brightness in her privacy. She moved like a cat; she flitted’6 
 
A few of Bonnard’s early portraits of 
Marthe were very erotic in 
composition and in tone. Take for 
example ‘L’indolent’ (Fig 10). 
 
Here the figure of young Marthe is 
shown splayed out on the bed. Her 
form is draped on the edge of the 
mattress, her right leg still touching 
the floor, bestowing an of spontaneity, 
of someone caught in the moment, an 
erotic instance of passion. This 
sensuality is heightened by Bonnard’s 
choice of tones. The foreground, 
below Marthe’s form is dramatically 
shadowed, dappled with deep greys, 
burgundies and purples. By contrast, 
Marthe’s form stands out in a golden 
glow, except a line of purple shadow on her lower leg. She acts as a central form which 
separates the dark purple tones of the intense shadow from the glistening yellows and greens of 
the bed sheet illuminated behind her with paler tone. Bonnard’s success is in melding her with 
her surroundings, and ensuring she belongs in her environment.  Her backdrop is a simple 
disheveled bed sheet, but Marthe’s setting becomes exciting and dramatic through Bonnard’s 
fierce tonal contrast. The figure of Marthe herself is has a very engaging and open posture. She 
gazes unashamedly at the audience, evoking an almost voyeuristic mood. 
 
It’s an inviting and precociously un-self conscious image. Marthe is clearly very comfortable 
indeed with Bonnard and with this setting. In this way he portrays his sensual and desiring 
relationship through this seductive form. This is an image of passion and of excitement and an 
obvious insight into their relationship. 

                                                   
5 (Barnes, Keeping an Eye Open) 
6 (Hilton, 1998) 

Figure 10: L’indolent (1899) 



The form and the confidence of the 
figure reminded me of Manet’s ‘Olympia 
(Fig 10) whereby the young woman gazes 
unashamedly at the viewer, in a 
shattering of the forth wall which was 
shocking at the time. The nude female 
form was supposed to be demure, 
unconscious of being watched. However, 
Manet’s work is an image which is much 
more posed and serene, contrasting to 
the spontaneous sprawl of Marthe’s form, 
and I would argue that it is this sincerity 
and authenticity of the latter which 
provides the greater insight into the specific relationship between the painter and the model 
which for me heightens the emotional value of the work itself. 
 

 
This similar style is seen again in 
Bonnard’s piece ‘Man and Woman’ (Fig 
12) 
 
Split vertically down the centre by a 
wooden panel, it becomes a two panel 
image, and by default the viewer is drawn 
to compare the two images, as well as a 
meditation on the relationship, and the 
contrast in perception. Marthe is shown 
sitting with her legs crossed on the bed in 
the middle of the left side, while 
Bonnard stands in the foreground in the 
front right painting. Despite Bonnard’s 
dominatingly large presence, it is Marthe 
to which the eye of the viewer is drawn 
very first. Bonnard has made her stand 
out by the region of golden tones and 
one of the lightest areas. As we follow the 
light, we must surely follow Bonnard’s 
eye as well. Contrasting to ‘L’indolent’ , 
Marthe’s face is now bent down, and her 
back arched in a position of shyness. This 
beautiful curvature of form, 
encompassing even the softness of curve 
on head, is an image of idealistic 
perfection.   
 

 

Figure 11: Olympia (1863) 

Fig 12: Man and Woman (1900) 



After Marthe and Bonnard’s marriage, the couple who were always private became more 
reclusive. They moved together to a minimally furnished house, inhabiting their own secluded 
sanctuary, separate from all else. This is the point at which Bonnard’s work truly becomes 
Marthe-centered. In an essay by Julian Barnes in his book ‘Keeping an eye open’ (Barnes, 
Marthe Marthe Marthe), he describes the population being ‘quickly reduced to one dog, a cat or 
two, the painter himself, a visitor perhaps and Marthe Marthe Marthe’. Transfixed by her, he 
continuously painted her and her daily activities. Marina Fenetti Bocquillon in her essay 
‘Brushstrokes straight to the heart of Bonnard’s nudes’ describes his style change during this 
period as ‘a journey from sexual desire to passion for pure painting’, seen in the way Bonnard revels 
in his pigments. 7 
 

We can see Bonnard’s signature dappled 
application of a range of hues in this painting, 
‘The Bathroom’ (Fig 13) . The colours here 
transition from cooler blues in background to 
warm purples, pinks and yellows in the areas 
surrounding Marthe. She quite literally seems to 
bathe her immediate surroundings in warmth. 
The viewer grows to see her as tenderly as 
Bonnard. Marthe herself is a glimmeringly 
colorful form: a concoction of mauves, oranges, 
yellows, blues and indigos. The glistening pale 
blue stripes spilling down her legs perhaps 
indicate that she’s just emerged from the 
bathtub or possibly that interpretation isn’t even 
necessary; Bonnard might have just portrayed 
her as a glimmering form. It’s a wonderfully 
affectionate image.  

 
 
 
In this ‘Nude with backlight (1908), by contrast, 
Marthe is the darkest form in the centre of the 
page, a solitary near-silhouette utterly immersed in 
the shine of the bright rays from the window. Here 
Marthe stands out sculpture-like as the most 
concrete, tangible thing in the room opposed to 
the light which escapes and flits and glimmers, and 
can’t be owned.  
 

                                                   
7 (Boquillon, 2016) 

Figure 13: The Bathroom (1932) 

Figure 14: Nude with Backlight (1908) 



 
Despite the more muted tones in ‘Pink Nude in the 
Bathtub’ (Fig 15, the pastel haze of Marthe’s form still 
retains her air of romantic 
idealism. The mauves which 
make up the shadow blend in 
beautifully with the shell-like 
pink colours in a dreamy sheen.  
Sarah Whitfield, in her essay 
‘Fragments of an identical world’, 
8compares Marthe’s stooping 
posture here and in several other 
works of Bonnard to a variation 
of the theme of the crouching 
Aphrodite at the Louvre.  

 
 
 

In this way, Bonnard creates a divine persona of perfection for Marthe, indicating the rapture 
with which he regards her, and allowing the viewer to see her through this eye. 
 
In a later series of Marthe in the bathtub, it more than ever becomes apparent how skilled 
Bonnard is at painting light.  

                                                   
8 (Whitfield, 1998) 

Figure 15: Nude Washing Feet in the Bathtub 
(1924) 

Figure 16: Lely Venus 
(unknown) 

Figure 17:Nu dans le bain, (1936) 



A delightfully warm colour palette in this image ‘Nu dans le bain, (Fig 17), the figure of Marthe 
is made up of radiant rosy bronze tones, bathed in a highlight of pale blue which lengthens the 
leg and adds a goddess-like quality to the form. These images are very sensual and there is a 
tenderness that comes across to me in the soft touch of the dappled strokes. I was drawn again 
and again to this particular painting and its spectral composition. There is an entrancing 
quality to the way the colours glimmer. 
These images are deeply sensual and tender, but they’ve lost the erotically precocious 
impression of ‘L’Indolent’. This has been replaced with a nostalgic glow, and a serenity in 
Marthe’s outstretched form. The exchange between bathing wife and painting husband clearly 
contains a great deal of intimacy, which is effectively shown in the emotive viewing experience 
 
Marthe died in 1942. In a letter to Matisse, Bonnard reveals the extent of his anguish.   
I have some sad news for you.  After a month's illness, her lungs being affected along with her digestive 
tract, my poor Marthe died of cardiac arrest.  Six days ago we buried her in Le Cannet cemetery.  You can 
imagine my grief and solitude, filled with bitterness and worry about the life I may be leading from now 
on. 
 
 

This particular portrait ‘Nude in 
the bath with small dog (Fig 18)’ 
wasn’t completed until after 
Marthe’s death. Within this 
context, the serene calmness of the 
still water and the hazy tonal 
qualities it sheens over Marthe’s 
form become ghostly to me; she’s 
frozen in time forever- preserved 
in a monument. Indeed, Sarah 
Whitfield in ‘Fragments of an 
identical world’9 makes this 
comparison, describing Bonnard’s 
intentions of ‘to play deliberately on 
the similarity between the shape of the 
sarcophagus and the shame bath tub 
and so reinforce the painting’s death 
like stillness, its sense of presence-

absence’.  Perhaps this was Bonnard’s way of desperately seeking her company again. This 
knowledge is a powerful example of how dramatically context can alter one’s perception of an 
image. In a few from this series I’m drawn to again, I become more acutely aware of the slightly 
odd angle of the neck and the straightness and rigidity of the limbs which seems rather 
unnatural. Or perhaps the particularly intense blue glow of the lower limbs becomes more 
ghostly and iridescent. 
 
 

                                                   
9 (Whitfield, 1998) 

Figure 18: Nude in the bath with small dog (1941-46) 



We can see glimpses of the emergence of Bonnard’s signature method of working, for example 
in ‘indolent’ where the shadow is not a monotonous grey but dappled with purples and red 
and burgundies. Picasso described his style with disdain, stating He never goes beyond his own 
sensibility. He doesn't know how to choose. When Bonnard paints a sky, perhaps he first paints it blue, 
more or less the way it looks. Then he looks a little longer and sees some mauve in it, so he adds a touch or 
two of mauve, just to hedge. Then he decides that maybe it's a little pink too, so there's no reason not to 
add some pink. The result is a pot-pourri of indecision. If he looks long enough, he winds up adding a little 
yellow, instead of making up his mind what colour the sky really ought to be. Painting can't be done that 
way. Painting isn't a question of sensibility: it's a matter of seizing the power, taking over from nature, not 
expecting her to supply you with information and good advice ... that's what I hold against Bonnard. I 
don't want to be moved by him. He's not really a modern painter: he obeys nature; he doesn't transcend it. 
I very strongly disagree with Picasso’s opinion here. He may be correct in his assessment of 
Bonnard’s technique of layering colours as he sees them. However, I utterly believe that while 
this must show Bonnard’s appreciation for the natural forms, it is much more than that, an 
indication of sensitive eye which can detect so much colour in what surely must be very subtle 
hue variations in nature. Artist and scholar Julian Bell quoted Bonnard at the Metropolitan 
Museum’ event ‘Bonnard and escapism’.10 
You must be violent with your color; you must heighten the tones in order to counteract this problem of 
pictures dwindling away in their impact as they are transposed from one place to he other. (Bell, 
Bonnard and Escapism) 
He couldn’t bear to see the emotional sensation of the art draining away, and here reveals just 
how closely the colours are linked to his emotions, hence the shimmering vibrant form of 
Marthe is truly a projection of his own affections. 
 
Marthe and Bonnard co-habited for a 
number of years before marriage. During this 
time, he had a few affairs with other women, 
including with Renee Monchaty or ‘Chaty’ 
as she was affectionately known, who 
featured in ‘Young Women in the Garden’ 
(Fig 19). To an initial glance, it’s a pleasing 
picture of beautiful young woman beaming 
in a garden, however gains personal 
significance upon analysis of the members of 
the painting. “Chaty’ in the foreground, 
bathed in yellow light. Bonnard uses the 
same tones and colour palette as the ripe 
fruit on the table a powerful symbolic 
connotation of youth, and desirability 
through ripeness. In the right corner of the 
painting, Marthe’s jealous presence looms in 
shades of green and red. She seems almost like an afterthought in the rest of the sunlit, warm 
portrait. What was interesting about this composition for me was that it was the relationship 
between the artist and his sitters which introduces the level of tension it contains.  

                                                   
10 (Bell, Bonnard and Escapism) 

Figure 19: Young Women in the Garden’ (1921-23, 
reworked 1945-6) 



Not too long after this painting was started, Bonnard decided to finally marry and live with 
Marthe, committing himself to their relationship. In devastation, Chaty killed herself a few 
months later. However, after Marthe’s death many years later, Bonnard significantly reworked 
this painting. Perhaps it was a paralyzing guilt which has caused him to portray her in this 
glowing, glimmering light. 
 
Bonnard was fiercely private and so was Marthe. What might have seemed a claustrophobic 
relationship was instead presented as being beautifully intimate and through his art. In this way 
it was Bonnard’s art which came the closest to presenting his relationship to the outside world: 
a way of translating his emotions into something without words, from private man who said 
very little. I believe that his uncommon skill was representing all that he felt in colours, 
glimmering hues shining around the object of his love. This transfixion and subsequent 
translation into image is so overwhelming that the viewer can’t fail to be moved by the art 
which is produced as a product of these sentiments.  
 
The contrast between Freud’s art and Bonnard’s, even when faced with what I imagine are a 
similar set of tender sentiments towards the subject are incredibly stark indeed. Bonnard’s style 
is very much of idealization. Emotion flooded his gaze, and colours became brighter and more 
spectral, lines softened and tone dappled in lovely patches of glowing light. Even towards the 
end of Marthe’s life, she is presented as a young woman in form, with precisely the same 
smooth curvature of her torso as it flowed into her narrow hips and long legs.  Freud by 
contrast is known for his characteristic piercing stage, resulting in an flaw, dimple and on a 
person’s form, and the harsh contrasting tonal panels where he expresses. His portraits as a 
result end up being sternly unforgiving in atmosphere. 
 
While spending time with both Hambling’s drawings and Bonnard’s paintings, I found myself 
captivated and moved in very similar ways. But this isn’t because the works themselves are 
particular visually similar, or even thematically so. I realized it’s owing to the skill of both at 
presenting personal depictions of the characters in their work. Hambling uses a very expressive 
way of working to create descriptive images which tell us a lot about the person, situation and 
relationship. She effectively gets her own feelings across in this manner. And this is an area too 
where Bonnard shines, in his fixation with Marthe and her rapture-inspiring representation in 
his work. His soft dappling of tone is akin in a way to Hambling’s expressive charcoal marks, 
and also too to Freud’s paint daubing, despite his subject matter being more detached. Just like 
the title of Maggi Hambling’s exhibition, it is this emotional intimacy created by the gentle 
‘touch’ of the paintbrush, pencil or charcoal on the page or canvas, seen clearly in all three of 
the artists whose work I’ve examined, which I believe translates it so effectively into emotional 
impact for the viewer. 
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